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This 30 day LER is required by 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv) because these events show
that the reactor protection system (RPS), which is an engineering safety
feature (ESF), experienced unplanned actuations,

On 09-30-84, a loss of condenser vacuum resulted in the closing of the turbine
stop valves and a reactor scram.

1

On 11-17-84, a reactor recirculacion pump (2B31-C001B) overspeed condition
crused a reactor scram.

On 12-30-84, a MSR hign level caused a reactor scram. Events 1 and 2 resulted
from material failure. The cause of event 3 is unknown. In all 3 events
dtficiency reports were not initiated as required by the " DEFICIENCY CONTROL
SYSTEM" procedure (HNP-444).
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This 30 day LER is required by 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv) because these events show that
tha reactor protection system (RPS), which is an engineering safety feature (ESF),
experienced unplanned actuations. Additionally, the first and second events were

|
n:t reported (via an LER) within 30 days as required by 10CFR50.73(a)(1).

On 09-30-84, (i.e., the first event's date) at approximately 1145 CST, the reactor |
opsrating at 2431 MWt (approximately 99% power), a loss in condenser vacuum
esculted in the closing of the turbine stop valves and a reactor scram.

On 11-17-84 (i.e., the second event's date) at approximately 0013 CST, the reactor |
was in operation at a reduced power level of 1453 MWt (approximately 59% power)
for the performance of the " TURBINE CONTROL VALVE FAST CLOSURE INSTRUMENT F.T"
procedure (HNP-2-3007). At approximately 0400 CST reactor recirculation pump
2B31-C001B went into an overspeed condition and caused the reactor to scram.

On 12-30-84, at approximately 1624 CST, with the reactor cperating at 2436 MWt
(100% power) a reactor scram occurred due to the "C" moistuen separator reheater's
htving a high level. For each of these events 1 hour notification was made to the
NRC.

During investigation of this year's scrams, the senior STA discovered that neither
tha first or second event were reported in a deficiency report as required by the
" DEFICIENCY CONTROL SYSTEM" procedure (HNP-444); consequently, LERs were not -

praviously submitted. He wrote a deficiency on 12/13/84 to document his findings.

On 01-11-85, the plant's Senior Shift Technical Advisor notified Regulatory
compliance personnel that an unplanned reactor scram had occurred on 12-30-84
(i.e., the third event's date), and that a deficiency report had not been written
es required by the " DEFICIENCY CONTROL SYSTEM" procedure (HNP-444). The required
dsficiency report was written on 01-11-85.

During an investigation of the first event plant personnel determined that the off
ges condenser (2N62-B002) had accumulated sufficient water to restrict the steam
jst air ejector's discharge flow which resulted in a low condenser vacuum;
ccnsequently, the turbine stop valves closed and caused a reactor scram. After
further investigation, plant personnel determined that the off gas condenser's
noisture drain valve 2N62-F019A was not opening to drain accumulated moisture
because the drain valve's solenoid power relay (2N62-K3) had failed. The off gas
ccndenser's drain valve solenoid relay (2N62-K3a) was replaced, and the drain
valve (2N62-F019A) was then satisfactorily functionally tested. Normal reactor
startup began, and control rod withdrawal commenced on 09-30-84 at approximately
1950 CDT. This event is the result of component (2W62-K3) failure.
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In the second event, the reactor recirculation pump's (2B21-C001B) motor generator
cccop tube was locked in position for repair of the recirculation pump speed limit

c:ntroller (2B31-K634B). After the speed limit controller was repaired, the ,

r: circulation pump's motor generator scoop tube was unlocked. At that time the
r0rctor recirculation pump ran up to its high speed stop and caused the reactor to
scram. After further investigation plant personnel determined that the percent
cpzed demand indicator (2B31-R621-001B) was out of calibration and it was also
giving a nonlinear indication. Operating personnel were relying on this indicator
to accurately balance the motor generator's scoop tube position with the percent
spred demand indicator's percent signal before unlocking the motor generator's
ccoop tube position. Thir resulted in the recirculation pump's overspeed which
caused the reactor scram. The percent speed demand indicator was replaced and
cctisfactorily functionally tested per the "G.E. TYPE 180 INDICATOR" procedure
(HNP-2-5233) on 11-17-84. This event is the result of component (2B31-R621-001B)
fcilure.

In the third event, plant personnel observed that the purge flow for the MSR level
instrumentation was at zero. Thus, plant personnel commencad to restore flow and
tha transient occurred. Without purge flow, MSR level indication would be
artificially high. Thus, when purge flow was restored the actual level was
increased to the indicated level. The "C" MSR high level dump valve (2N22-F252C)
ctuck closed which enabled the lowering of the MSR's level. The MSR nigh level
ecused the turbine to trip. The turbine trip was followed by a reactor scram on
Turbine Stop Valve Fast Closure.

No actual or potential safety consequences or implications resulted from these
rAvInts. These events had no impact on any other system in Unit 2, or Unit 1. The
hasith and safety of the public were not affected by these non-repetitive events.

HNP-426, the " SCRAM / TRANSIENT RESPONSE" procedure will be revised to ensure that
dzficiencies are written when scrams occur.
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